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ABSTRACT

We evaluate a simple extension of the corrective train-

ing algorithm for reestimation of the acoustic parameters,

using | in addition to misrecognized sentences | also a

selection of correctly recognized sentences for discrimina-

tion. Our approach (called \rival training") is implemen-

tationally much less expensive than lattice{based discrim-

inative training methods, since we apply a \hard" thresh-

old criterion to select a subset of sentences for which a

single competitor is used for discrimination. Still, signif-

icant performance gains are obtained compared to maxi-

mum likelihood and corrective training even for triphone

models with 61 densities per mixture (on a digit string and

a large vocabulary isolated word recognition task). Fur-

ther, the hard selection scheme may be used to accelerate

the training process due to faster convergence and by re-

stricting the training process to a �xed subset of training

utterances.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a number of applications, discriminative training has

been shown to substantially improve recognition perfor-

mance as compared to maximum likelihood (ML) training

[1, 2, 3, 7, 10]. The simplest algorithm, corrective training

(CT) [2], can be implemented within the Viterbi formal-

ism. Using acoustic models with a large number of mixture

densities, however, only small performance gains are ob-

tained if the training error rate is already low, since only

misrecognized sentences are used for discrimination. This

might not provide enough material for a robust reestima-

tion of the large set of acoustic parameters involved in such

models. Other discriminative training methods like Maxi-

mum Mutual Information (MMI) [1] and Minimum Classi-

�cation Error (MCE) [5], using essentially every sentence

for a reestimation of the acoustic parameters, lead to bet-

ter performance (see e.g. [9]), but are implementationally

much more expensive since they operate on word lattices

and thus require a weighting of observation vectors.

The aim of our work is to extend the set of sentences

used for discrimination without requiring a weighting of

observation vectors, thus enabling a simple implementa-

tion within the Viterbi formalism. By appropriately se-

lecting the competitors a signi�cant performance gain is

obtained even for the most complex acoustic models.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we sketch

the basic idea and some limiting factors of discriminative

training. We then present our simple Rival Training algo-

rithm in section 3. Experimental results are given in sec-

tion 4 for a continuous digit string and an isolated word

recognition task. We summarize our main �ndings in sec-

tion 5.

2. TRAINING CRITERIA

2.1. Maximum Likelihood Training

A commonly used training criterion to determine the pa-

rameters of the acoustic model is the Maximum Likelihood

(ML) principle

FML(�) =

RX

r=1

log p�(XrjWr) ; (1)

where Xr denotes a sequence of acoustic observation vec-

tors for utterance r 2 f1; : : : ; Rg, Wr denotes the corre-

sponding sequence of spoken words and � represents the

set of acoustic model parameters. Maximum likelihood

parameter estimation tries to maximize the likelihood for

the spoken word sequence to generate the observed fea-

ture sequence. Since competing models are not taken into

account, the recognition accuracy is maximized only indi-

rectly.

2.2. MMI and Corrective Training

Several discriminative training (DT) approaches have

been suggested [1, 2, 3] trying to maximize class separa-

bility and thus to improve recognition accuracy directly.

A commonly used approach is to maximize

FMMI(�) =

RX

r=1

log p�(WrjXr)

=

RX

r=1

log
p�(XrjWr) p(Wr)

p�(XrjWgen)
(2)

with

p�(XrjWgen) :=
X

W

p�(XrjW ) p(W ) : (3)

This training criterion (\Maximum Mutual Information",

MMI) simultaneously tries to increase the likelihood of the
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spoken word sequenceWr and to decrease the likelihood of

competing hypothesesW contained in the \general model"

Wgen. In general, Wgen is obtained by a recognition pass

on the training data. The acoustic parameters � are then

reestimated in an iterative procedure, involving the deter-

mination of Wgen according to the new estimate of � and

the re-application of the reestimation equations in each it-

eration step. The reestimation equations are given e.g. in

[8].

The implementation of this training process can be

greatly simpli�ed if the general model (3) is restricted to

the recognized text . Since in this case correctly recognized

sentences cancel out in equation (2), only misrecognized

sentences contribute to the training criterion. The result-

ing algorithm is called corrective training (CT). It can be

formulated on the basis of forward{backward (FB) proba-

bilities calculated for the spoken and the recognized text

(together with the corresponding feature vectors), and can

be implemented completely within the Viterbi formalism.

Corrective training, however, has its limits when the

training error is very low, since then only few material

is used for reestimation of the acoustic parameters, with

increasing risk of over�tting. In this case, using e.g. the

\full" MMI approach seems to be more advisable, since

then every sentence is used for reestimation. On the other

hand, in MMI training a set of competing word sequences

is involved such that the FB probabilities of each compet-

ing word sequence W 2 Wgen are weighted according to

the posterior probability of W [8]. Thus, for an MMI im-

plementation, the simple Viterbi framework (assuming the

FB probabilities to be either 1 or 0) is not suÆcient.

This is also true for an implementation of MCE and \fal-

sifying training" [9], since then the observation vectors are

weighted with an additional sigmoid smoothing function

f .

3. RIVAL TRAINING

The goal of our work is a discriminative training al-

gorithm that extends the set Mr of competing word se-

quences used for discrimination (as compared to CT), but

that can be implemented completely within the Viterbi

framework. This is achieved by adding also correctly rec-

ognized sentences to Mr, using the second best hypoth-

esis (the \rival") as competing model ([6], p. 116). This

amounts to de�ning Wgen to be the best scored incorrect

hypothesis. The goal of the training criterion (2) then is

to increase the likelihood di�erence between the spoken

utterance and its rival.

It is certainly most important to use those (correctly rec-

ognized) sentences with a low likelihood di�erence to the

rival for reestimation, whereas sentences recognized with

high con�dence (i.e. with a large score di�erence to the ri-

val) may even be skipped. In [6] and [9] this is achieved by

introducing a sigmoid weighting function f . Since a con-

tinuous weighting function results in a weighting of obser-

vation vectors, preventing an implementation within the

Viterbi formalism, we instead choose a \hard" threshold

criterion to select the sentences used for discrimination:

� For correctly recognized sentences, use the second best

hypothesis (the rival) for discrimination, if its score

di�erence to the �rst best hypothesis is below a pre-

de�ned score threshold.

� For misrecognized sentences, use the recognized utter-

ance for discrimination (as in CT).

Apart from the rede�nition of Wgen the algorithm pro-

ceeds exactly in the lines of the implementation of correc-

tive training presented in [8]. We call this approach \rival

training" (RT).

We determine the score threshold by pre�xing the frac-

tion of correctly recognized utterances which | in addition

to the misrecognized utterances | shall be used for dis-

crimination. The score threshold can then be calculated

as the corresponding quantil value of a histogram monitor-

ing (for correctly recognized sentences) the score di�erence

between the second best and the �rst best hypothesis. A

quantil value of 0 corresponds to corrective training. A

quantil of 0.2 means that 20% of the correct utterances

are considered for discrimination (in addition to the mis-

recognized sentences). We calculate the score threshold

once (in the �rst iteration) according to the given quan-

til value and then keep it constant during the subsequent

iterations. This is motivated by the fact that there will

be no reestimation of acoustic parameters anymore, if all

training sentences are recognized correctly with the score

di�erence to the rival exceeding the �xed score threshold

value. We however obtained similar performance gains cal-

culating the score threshold from the quantil value in each

iteration of rival training.

4. RESULTS

Experiments were performed on two di�erent tasks: con-

tinuous digit string recognition and isolated word recogni-

tion. In both cases, we use continuous Gaussian mixture

emission distributions with a globally pooled variance vec-

tor.

The general training scheme proceeds as follows: First,

we apply ML training using Viterbi alignment and the

maximum approximation. In the continuous digit string

task, the word penalty is optimized on the training cor-

pus. References and word penalty are used for the baseline

(ML) evaluation on the test corpus, and as a starting point

for corrective and rival training. CT and RT are performed

by iterating the reestimation equations given in [8]. The

iteration factor h controlling the step size of the iteration

process was set to h = 1:2. In CT, in each iteration step

we use the recognized text, obtained by a recognition pass

on the training corpus, as the general modelWgen. In RT,

in each iteration step we determine the \rivalizing text"

from a 2{Best{List (obtained by a recognition pass) and

the spoken text according to the algorithm presented in

section 3. In the isolated word task the recognition pass of

each iteration is constrained to a recognition on an input

lattice, generated by an initial unconstrained recognition



pass using the ML references [10]. After a prede�ned num-

ber of iterations of CT or RT, respectively, we select the

references yielding the lowest error rate on the training

corpus for evaluation. In the digit string recognition task,

the word penalty is again optimized on the training corpus.

4.1. Digit strings

In the �rst series of experiments, we used the male part

of the SieTill corpus [4] for telephone line recorded Ger-

man connected digit strings. This corpus consists of about

23k spoken digits in 7k sentences (190 speakers, about

2.5h of speech) for both training and test. The acoustic

model constists of whole word HMMs (11 models includ-

ing \zwo" as synonyme for the digit \2") plus one silence

model. Experiments are reported with 7 split references

(30k densities, 118 per mixture). We used 11 cepstral

features plus derivatives of the �rst 9 coeÆcients. The

sampling rate was 8kHz, the frame shift 16ms. We applied

cepstral mean subtraction on the sentence level and a

LDA transform resulting in a 24 component feature vector.
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Figure 1: Word error rates on the SIETILL male training

and test corpus for rival training with di�erent quantil

values. The straight lines show the error rates for ML

training.

Figure 1 shows the minimal word error rate (WER)

on the training corpus obtained after 20 iterations of CT

(quantil 0.0) and RT and the corresponding evaluation re-

sults on the test corpus. Although CT leads to a smaller

WER on the training corpus, rival training gives a much

better performance on the test data and reduces the WER

from (1:85�0:18)% (ML) to 1:67% (10% relative improve-

ment). CT, on the other hand, resulted in a WER of

1.89%, indicating over�tting1. It can be followed that

by extending the set of sentences used for discrimination

the generalization properties can be signi�cantly improved.

Figure 1 shows that the dependence of the recognition re-

sults on medium quantil values (0:25 � quantil � 0:6) is

rather weak.

For larger quantil values, however, the test error rates

1By using a smaller word penalty during CT and for evalu-

ation, we obtained our best CT result of 1.81% WER.

slightly increase again. Experiments with 2 split refer-

ences (which will be reported elsewhere) revealed that the

performance on the test corpus decreases again for quantil

values � 0:5. We suppose that this is a matter of quality of

the competing models rather than of quantity: It does not

seem to be advisable to use utterances for discrimination

which are already well discriminated, in terms of acous-

tic scores, from the spoken text. The quantil parameter

leads to a selection of those utterances for discrimination

which are most confusable with the spoken text in terms

of acoustic scores.

4.2. Isolated words

For our experiments on an isolated word recognition

task, we extracted a training and a test corpus, consist-

ing of city and company names, �rst and family names

and other single words, from SpeechDat2 German mate-

rial. The training corpus consists of 18k utterances (about

4h of speech), the test corpus of 10k utterances (about 3.5h

of speech). The acoustic model is made of 16k triphones

(34k densities, 61 densities per mixture). We use the same

10k lexicon for evaluation on the test corpus and for gener-

ation of the input lattice used to constrain the recognition

passes during discriminative training. Signal analysis was

done with a sampling rate of 8kHz and a frame shift of

10ms. We used 14 cepstral features plus derivatives, and

applied recursive cepstral mean subtraction and a LDA

transform resulting in a 36 component feature vector.

The training process is shown in �gure 2; results on the

test data are given in table 1.
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Figure 2: Corrective (CT) and Rival Training (RT) on

the isolated word training corpus. The number of sub-

stitutions is proportional to the word error rate (WER).

Table 1 shows that rival training in all cases leads to

signi�cant better performance on the test data than cor-

rective training. In particular, RT with quantil 0.5 reduces

the ML baseline WER already after 10 iterations by 12%

relative. Further iterating, the WER reveals uctuations

on the test corpus, which are, however, not statistically sig-

ni�cant. Still, it has to be investigated in future research



qu. it. WER it. WER it. WER

ML baseline error rate:(7.91 � 0.5)%

CT 0.0 10 7.80 15 7.68 20 7.80

RT 0.5 10 6.99 15 7.22 20 7.03

RT 1.0 10 7.54 15 6.95 20 7.20

Table 1: Results on the evaluation corpus (isolated word

task) for maximum likelihood (ML), corrective (CT) and

rival training (RT), for di�erent numbers \it." of training

iterations. \qu." denotes the quantil value.

if this is a result of overtraining.

Note that in nearly 40% of the utterances the spoken

word was | even for a 10k lexicon and reasonable prun-

ing parameters | discriminative enough so that the result-

ing N{Best list generated during recognition consisted of

a single hypothesis. These utterances are skipped for the

calculation of the score threshold and do not contribute

to rival training (since no competing model can be gener-

ated). Thus, the interpretation of the quantil value refers

to the remaining 60% of the utterances, i.e. a quantil value

of 1.0 in this case means that all 11k utterances which pro-

duced more than a single hypothesis during recognition are

used for discrimination, independent of the acoustic scores.

Figure 2 shows that the convergence of the training pro-

cess is much faster for a smaller quantil value. As long as

there is enough material for discrimination (to avoid over-

�tting to a small subset of training utterances) this may

be used to accelerate the training process. A more detailed

analysis reveals that even for quantil values smaller than

1.0 the set Mr of utterances selected for discrimination is

extremely �xed: In the experiment with quantil 0.5, more

than 99% of the utterances that contribute to Mr after

19 iterations also contribute to Mr in the �rst iteration.

This suggests that the whole training process could be re-

stricted to the set of (about 5500) utterances that were

used for discrimination in the �rst iteration of RT (corre-

sponding to 30% of the 18k original training utterances,

selected by the score threshold criterion triggered by the

quantil value). This may further accelerate the training

process.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We suggested a simple extension of the corrective train-

ing algorithm by using | in addition to misrecognized sen-

tences | also a set of correctly recognized sentences for

discrimination. In this case, the second best hypothesis

(the \rival") is used for discrimination, if its score (com-

pared to the score of the spoken utterance) is below a pre-

de�ned score threshold, triggered by a quantil parameter.

We call this approach \Rival Training". The motivation of

this \hard" selection scheme is that it allows an easy imple-

mentation, based on the Viterbi formalism (in contrast to

lattice{based discriminative methods like MMI and MCE

which involve a weighting of observation vectors). In a con-

tinuous digit string and an isolated word recognition task

we showed that rival training signi�cantly increases recog-

nition performance compared to maximum likelihood and

corrective training even for mixture density models (whole

words, triphones) with more than 60 densities per mixture.

Using more material for discrimination than compared to

corrective training improves evaluation results, as long as

the competing models are \close" (in terms of acoustic

scores) to the spoken utterance. Moreover, if enough ma-

terial is used for discrimination, the hard selection scheme

can be used to accelerate the training process: �rst due

to a faster convergence and second by a unique selection

of training utterances (in the �rst iteration) to which the

training process can be restricted. For practical applica-

tions it is important to note that the dependence of the

performance on the quantil value was found to be rather

weak: similar performance gains are observed using about

20% to 50% of the utterances for discrimination. This

means that a �ne{tuning of the quantil parameter is not

necessary.
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